
WARNING: ADULT ASSEMBLY ONLY OWING TO THE PRESENCE 

                              OF SMALL PARTS, SHARP POINTS AND EDGES 

 

    VINTAGE LOCKER MIRRORED ARMOIRE  

 
Customer Service: If you are missing parts or have any questions about this product. Please contact us at:                                                  

1-800-762-1751 

 

CARE INSTRUCTIONS:                                                                                   
1. Dust often using a clean, soft dry lint free cloth.                                                                                                                   

2. Blot spills immediately and wipe with a clean damp cloth.                                                                                               

3. We do not recommend the use of chemical cleaners or furniture polish on our lacquered finish. 

 

PARTS LIST: 

 A. [1] ARMOIRE                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

B.  [4] ARMOIRE LEG                                                                                                                                                                    

C.  [8] SHELF RODS ( 4 Large, 4 Small)                                                                                                                                              

D.  [1] HANGING ROD                                                                                                                                                                  

E.  [4] SHELF (2Large, 2 Small) 

 

HARDWARE LIST:                                                                                                                                                                        

F. [12] WASHER                                                                                                                                                                           

G. [12] NUTS                                                                                                                                                                               

 

TOOLS NEEDED:                                                                                                                                                                                           

1. PHILIPS HEAD SCREWDRIVER (Not provided)                                                                                                                      

2. WRENCH (Not provided)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
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   VINTAGE LOCKER MIRRORED ARMOIRE   
 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS FOR ARMOIRE LEG: 

1. Lay Armoire (A) on its back on a flat surface.                                                                                                                  

2. Align the Armoire legs (B) with the fixed bolts on the bottom of (A) the Armoire (A).                                            

3. Attach nuts (G) and tighten completely using wrench  
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       VINTAGE LOCKER MIRRORED ARMOIRE                                                                         

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADJUSTABLE SHELVES & HANGING ROD 

1. This Armoire has adjustable shelves. 

2. Insert the Shelf Rods (C) into the keyholes inside the Armoire (A)  one end at a time and slide into position so    

that they rest securely. 

3. Place the Shelf (E) upon the two Shelf rods(C). 

4. In a similar manner set up the other Shelves(E) in the positions which are suitable for your use.     

5. Set Hanging Rods (D) in brackets.     
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   VINTAGE LOCKER MIRRORED ARMOIRE   
FURNITURE TIPPING RESTRAINT 

Young children may be injured by tipping furniture and the use of a tipping restraint is highly recommended. 

When properly installed, this restraint could provide protection against the unexpected tipping of furniture due 

to small tremors, bumps or climbing. We recommend mounting this restraint to a wall stud. 

 

WARNING: 

This product is only a deterrent. It is not a substitute for proper adult supervision.                                                        

          

                                                                            

 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 

1. Determine the final position of the furniture piece. Mark location on the wall approximately 2” below 

the bracket mounted to the back of the furniture. 

2. Drill a starter hole into the wall stud. If wall stud is not available, drill a hole into the wall and insert 

plastic anchor. Gently tap the anchor until the flange of the anchor is flush with the wall. 

3. Place the furniture so the bracket on the back of the cabinet is in the line with the bracket in the wall. 

4. Lace one end of the nylon restraint strap down through each bracket. Bring both ends together and slide 

the beaded end until it snaps lock into the keyhole slot. 

5. To double lock; return the beaded end back through keyholes as shown. 

6. Check to make sure the strap is securely laced and locked to the bracket. 

                                                       

 

Thank you for your purchase 

www.rhbabyandchild.com 
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PARTS LIST:                                                                   

[2] SCREW                                                                               

[2] PLASTIC CORD GRIPS                                                                   

[2] METAL BRACKETS                                       

[2] MINI ANCHOR (FOR DRY WALL) 

TOOLS NEEDED:                                                          

PHILIPS HEAD SCREWDRIVER (Not provided) 

http://www.rhbabyandchild.com/

